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GENESIS
THE MUSIC OF MARTIN ELLERBY
1-3.

4-6.

7.

8-11.

12.

Genesis (Sinfonia quasi una Fantasia)
Première Recording
i. Part One: Out of Darkness...
ii. Part Two: Les Chansons du Monde...
iii. Part Three: Into Light...
Cornet Concerto
Première Recording
Cornet Soloist Richard Marshall
i. Brillante
ii. Arietta
iii. Rondino
The Canticle of the Sun
Première Recording of Brass Band Version
Percussion Soloist Simone Rebello
The Four Elements (Partita for Solo Euphonium and Brass Band)
Première Recording
Euphonium Soloist Gary Curtin
i. Terra (Earth)
ii. Aer (Air)
iii. Aqua (Water)
iv. Ignis (Fire)
Malcolm Arnold Variations
Première Studio Recording
Total CD Playing Time 63.46
All tracks © Studio Music Company
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An introduction by
Joseph Horovitz
It is with great pleasure that I welcome the arrival of this
latest recording of brass band music by Martin Ellerby. All the
works were composed during the past ten years, some quite
recently, and all of them are consistently representative of
Ellerby’s ever-fertile imagination and joyful melodic invention.
I have followed this composer’s career for over 3O years and
admired his outstanding contribution to new music for wind
and brass, which is now acknowledged world-wide.
Happy listening!
Joseph Horovitz, London, 2O15
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Executive Producer: Trevor Caffull
Producers: Nicholas Childs and Richard Scott
Engineer and Post-Production: Richard Scott
Assistant Engineer: Phil Hardman
Production Manager: Nicki Tonge

Project Coordinator: Mari Malm Mørkved
Programme Notes: Martin Ellerby
Artwork and Design: GK Graphic Design
Recorded at Morley Town Hall and
Halifax Minster during 2O14-2O15
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BAND PERSONNEL

THE MUSIC

Soprano Cornet
Benjamin Richeton

1st Horn
Helen Varley

Solo Euphonium
Gary Curtin

Principal Cornet
Richard Marshall

2nd Horn
Alison Childs

2nd Euphonium
Daniel Thomas

Assistant Principal Cornet
James McCabe

Solo Baritone
Katrina Marzella

Solo Eb Tuba
Ben Dixon

Solo Cornets
Martin Irwin
George Bailey

2nd Baritone
Ben Wright

Eb Tuba
Philip Goodwin

Solo Trombone
Christopher Binns

Solo Bb Tuba
Matthew Routley

Co-Principal Trombone
Paul Woodward

Bb Tuba
Damian Wileman

2nd Trombone
Garry Reed

Percussion
Adie Smith
Matt Rigg
Simon Oliver
Neil Edwards
Andrea Price

Repiano Cornet
Lee Rigg
2nd Cornets
John O’Brien
Victoria Kennedy
3rd Cornet
Keith Britcliffe
David Smith

Bass Trombone
Adrian Hirst

Flugel Horn
Zoe Hancock
Solo Horn
Jonathan Bates
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Secretary
David Hirst

GENESIS (Sinfonia quasi una Fantasia)
for Brass and Percussion
Genesis was commissioned by, and is
dedicated to, Géo-Pierre Moren and
Brass Band Treize Etoiles, Switzerland, for
their own-choice test-piece at the 36th
Swiss Brass Band Championships. The
first performance was given by them in
the Auditorium Stravinski in Montreux
conducted by James Gourlay on 28
November 2O1O. They won!
The work is built on a musical cypher based
on the notes suggested by the letters of the
word GENESIS,

the prevalent interval of a minor third
being particularly prominent in all the
movements. One of my most personal
works Genesis is cast in three independent
movements, but played in close (attacca)
proximity to each other. Part One: Out of
Darkness... quotes the German chorale
Nun Danket (Now thank we all our God),
text by Martin Rinkart (1586-1649) and
music by Johann Crüger (1598-1662), in
a symbolic, somewhat cynical, style. The
three percussionists (‘antagonists’) play only
timpani on a pair each of unchangeable

notes, a different minor third apart. Here
the music is principally aggressive and
questioning written in an ensemble style.
Part Two: Les Chansons du Monde ... (‘the
songs of the earth’ or ‘earth-songs’) is
composed with full attention to solo, duo
and other combinations of instruments
consistently in a cantabile style. Part Three:
Into Light... concentrates on rhythmic
agility and dance-like qualities in a most
exuberant fashion, bringing the work to a
very positive conclusion.
The subtitle Sinfonia quasi una Fantasia is
derived from Beethoven’s subtitles for his
two Piano Sonatas opus 27; in his case the
nomenclature Sonata quasi una fantasia
the more famous of which is the second
or Moonlight Sonata. This enables a
symphonic approach to the material whilst
allowing for a more free-style fantasy
approach where deemed appropriate. The
underlying ‘story’ is not necessary to be
revealed suffice to say that the work was
the first to emerge from the composer’s
pen after what might be described as an
‘interesting surgical diversion’. Therefore
‘Genesis’ as ‘beginning’, or more aptly ‘newbeginning’, seemed a suitable term to name
this piece and listeners should not focus on
any ‘religious’ inspiration or corollary.
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CORNET CONCERTO
This work was commissioned by, and is
dedicated to, the Triangle Brass Band, North
Carolina, USA and their Director of Music,
Tony Granados. The first performance
was given by Jens Lindemann (cornet)
with the Triangle Brass Band conducted
by Tony Granados on 18 March 2O12 in
the Meymandi Concert Hall, Raleigh, North
Carolina, USA.
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These ideas are worked out until eventually
a cadenza section is reached which is
accompanied by the percussion followed by
a coda which though concluding is light in
dynamics.
ii. Arietta (Moderato con rubato) – The
emphasis is placed on legato phrases and
an overall singing quality from both soloist
and band who share the material in lyrical
partnership.

The first UK performance was given by
Richard Marshall (cornet) with Black Dyke
Band conducted by Nicholas J. Childs
on 26 January 2O14 in the Bridgewater
Hall, Manchester, as part of the RNCM
Festival of Brass. This live performance was
subsequently broadcast on BBC Radio 3 on 4
February 2O14.

iii. Rondino (Allegro ritmico) – Another
traditional form, rondo, is employed for the
finale and here attention is turned to rhythm
with constant changes of metre creating a
restless journey towards a dynamic, and this
time certain, conclusion.

The work is intended to be a bright, optimistic
and lyrical concerto, accessible to players
and audiences alike and completes my set
of five works designed for the key chairs of a
brass band, in order of writing; tuba (1988),
euphonium (1994/95), tenor horn (1998),
trombone (2OOO) and finally cornet (2O11).
It falls into three contrasting movements:

The Canticle of the Sun was commissioned
by Birmingham Symphonic Winds, conductor
Keith Allen, for Simone Rebello. The work is
based on the canticle written by St Francis of
Assisi (1182-1226) whose philosophy is that
nature and the material world were gifts from
God and should be valued and appreciated.
I have taken some suitable lines to form
subtitles and contrasting sections within a
piece played without any breaks. The work
opens with a cantus firmus announced by
the soloist on a bowed vibraphone. This cell
of perfect fifth intervals forms the material

i. Brillante (Allegro con brio) – A traditional
sonata form is adopted and adapted, the
two subjects being firstly a lively fanfare type
figure followed by a second cantabile theme.
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THE CANTICLE OF THE SUN

Black Dyke Band is the most recorded band
in the world, with over 35O recordings and
the number growing every year. Under
Prof. Childs, it has received multiple CD of
the Year awards in the brass press. One
recent mark of the band’s reputation came
in August 2OO7 when Black Dyke was
invited to take part in the BBC Promenade
Concerts at the Royal Albert Hall, London.
The band has appeared in major concerts
halls around the world from New York
to Tokyo. Its performing and recording
schedule can be considered among the
busiest and most productive of any British
brass band.

In 2OO6, as part of its initiative to sponsor
the work of young people, Black Dyke Band,
under the guidance of Prof. Nicholas Childs
assisted by qualified members, formed the
Yorkshire Youth Brass Band. The purpose
of the enterprise is to inspire and motivate
young people aged 11 to 21 in full time
education to achieve their full potential as
musicians, composers and citizens.
The band takes its logo of the stag’s head and
Latin quotation from the armorial bearings
granted in 1857 to John Foster, founder of the
band. The quotation translates to
“ACT JUSTLY AND FEAR NOTHING”
www.blackdykeband.co.uk
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training of outstanding young musicians both
at the collegiate level as well as within the
National Youth Brass Band of Great Britain
(Associate Conductor), the Yorkshire Youth
Brass Band and the National Children’s Brass
Band of Great Britain (founder and Music
Director). He currently serves as Professor
of Music at the Royal Northern College of
Music, where he has taught for over twenty
years. When bestowing this prestigious
professorship on Dr Childs in 2O14, Professor
Linda Merrick, Principal, RNCM, declared:
“We are very proud to be able to honour
Nicholas Childs’ outstanding contribution to
the music profession with a professorial title,
and I look forward to working with him as

we enhance our brass band offer at the Royal
Northern College of Music under the aegis of
the new Philip Jones Centre of Brass.”

BLACK DYKE BAND

Not content to rest on past laurels, Black
Dyke has continued to garner significant
wins under its current Music Director,
Prof. Nicholas Childs, who took on musical
leadership of the band in the autumn of
2OOO. In 2O15, the band became European
Champion Band for the 13th time. Although
they have not entered the contest every
year, in 2O14 the band, for the 3Oth time,
was declared British Open Champion at
Symphony Hall, Birmingham. The band
has also been National Champion of Great
Britain on 23 occasions, most recently in
October 2O14, creating Double Champions
in 2O14. In 2OO9, and again in 2O11, 2O12
and 2O13, it became Champion Band at the
English National Championships.

Located in the Yorkshire village of
Queensbury, Black Dyke Band holds the
highest rank in the worldwide brass band
community. Critics have rightfully declared it
to ‘stand alone’ in the history of brass bands.
Starting in 1816 as a brass and reed band, the
modern brass band sites its founding year as
1855, under the title Black Dyke Mills Band,
named after the firm run by John Foster and
Sons that sponsored the group. The band’s
heralded story told in 15O Golden Years
(1855-2OO5) by one of its former conductors,
the late Dr Roy Newsome, demonstrates a
band that has dominated the British contest
arena from its earliest days.
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Other representative honours that have
recently been given to Childs include an
Honorary Doctorate from Leeds Metropolitan
University where he served as Professor in
Music and Recording, the Iles Medal from
the Worshipful Company of Musicians in
recognition of services to brass bands and
the Freedom of the City of London. Nick is
married to Alison who plays tenor horn with
Black Dyke. His daughter Rebecca plays
baritone and is studying Performance and
Conducting at the University of Salford.
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for the majority of the piece. This is followed
by Brother Sun on tremolandi marimba, a
solo horn and flugel joining in to create a
simple texture. Sister Moon and the Stars is
an energetic interlude for solo xylophone
followed by an equally vibrant vibraphone
solo. A brief bridge passage leads into
Brother Wind, the Air and Clouds with the
soloist performing a celebratory dance on
the higher register of the marimba. A fanfare
subsides into Sister Water where an ethereal
melody is played on crotales. Brother Fire is
a percussive and sometimes violent section
that engages in conversation with the band
percussion section supported by a consistent
ostinato feature in the main body of the
band. This leads into a solo cadenza and a
return of the previously heard fanfare takes
us to Mother Earth where crotales are again
featured. I have added an additional section
which I call Father Heaven and this quotes
the hymn Holy, Holy, Holy as a chorale. The
marimba joins in and the work closes with a
coda that brings the piece full circle ending in
a gentle mood of contemplation.
The work was first performed by Simone
Rebello and Birmingham Symphonic Winds
conducted by Keith Allen in the CBSO Centre,
Birmingham on 25 November 2OO6. The
version here, with brass band, was made
especially for this recording.

THE FOUR ELEMENTS (Partita for Solo
Euphonium and Brass Band)
This work was commissioned by and
dedicated to Black Dyke Band (Music
Director Professor Nicholas J. Childs) and
Gary Curtin (euphonium) with funds made
available by The Golland Trust. The first
performance was given by these forces in
the RNCM Concert Hall, Manchester, on 23
January 2O15 as part of the RNCM Festival
of Brass and subsequently broadcast on BBC
Radio 3 on 25 February 2O15.
Having previously written a large scale
concerto for the euphonium I decided to
write something much more concise though
still enabling the soloist to display flair and
lyricism in equal measure. I aimed at around
two minutes per movement, which meant I
would be creating a set of miniatures and
based each on one of the four elements of
earth, water, air and fire though they are
primarily given their Latin names of terra,
aqua, aer and ignis in the score. The term
partita is used to indicate that the work is a
collection, or suite of pieces and in keeping
with former examples uses both song and
dance forms to provide suitable musical
structures.
i. Terra (Earth) – An intrada set in ABABAC
form in which A, for the band, is built on a 12
note row, B is a duet between the soloist and
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elements of the band and C an enigmatic
coda. The ‘elemental’ interval of a perfect 5th
proves dominant in all aspects of the opening
movement.
ii. Aer (Air) – Cast in the form of a fleeting
scherzando, the music makes play between
the rhythmic possibilities of contrasting
common and compound time signatures
giving it an unsettled edge. The flavour is
light and breezy, possibly somewhat oriental
in manner.
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cymbal and tam-tam. Air utilises two
antiphonally placed glockenspiels, a bright
suspended cymbal and triangle. Water
features delicate tuned percussion consisting
of vibraphone, a ‘guest’ celesta, crotales
and a binding mark-tree. Fire exploits most
of what has not gone before with rhythmic,
punchy bongos, side drum, xylophone and
timpani plus a set of tubular bells, cymbals
and tam-tam in the closing stages.
MALCOLM ARNOLD VARIATIONS

iii. Aqua (Water) – A lyrical interlude or
intermezzo, where the soloist has more of a
free reign to their lines and the band support
in a delicate legato style.
iv. Ignis (Fire) – The virtuosic finale celebrates
the spirit of a pagan dance. Much use is
made of mixed metres and the cornets and
trombones remain muted throughout giving
a metallic quality to the ensemble. Just prior
to the climax proper there is heard a fiery
statement of the traditional Dies Irae (‘Day
of Wrath’) melody in the form of a band
interlude.
One other point of interest is that of the
percussion section which I have tried to
vary in each section, acknowledging their
vital contribution to the overall sound world.
Earth has darker combinations of timpani,
marimba, bass drum, a low suspended
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Malcolm
Arnold
Variations
was
commissioned by Philip Biggs and Richard
Franklin for the 2Oth All England Masters
International Brass Band Championship held
in the Corn Exchange, Cambridge on 25 May
2OO8. The work is dedicated to Anthony
Day, long time carer of Sir Malcolm Arnold
in his final years. I first met Malcolm and
Anthony in 199O and remained in constant
touch until Malcolm’s passing in 2OO6.
Anthony, of course, remains a friend and
plays his own role subliminally in this piece.
The work is not based on any of Malcolm
Arnold’s own themes; rather it is a portrait
of him (and by association Anthony Day)
through my eyes and as a result of my
friendship with both parties over the
years. If there is any theme as such it is the
personalities of the players, the protagonist

GARY CURTIN
Gary Curtin was born in Cork, Ireland. He
began playing the baritone at the age of 12
and moved onto the euphonium in 1996.
Following his move to euphonium, he fell
in love with the sound of the instrument
and became convinced that he wanted to
dedicate his time to developing as a player
and musician. The first euphonium player to
PROFESSOR NICHOLAS J. CHILDS
DMA, MA, FLCM, ARCM (Hons)
Professor Nicholas Childs has achieved
the highest international reputation as a
performer, teacher, conductor, interpreter
and advocate of new music, and producer
of pacesetting recordings. Nicholas has had
phenomenal success with many brass bands,
including 32 highly acclaimed national and
international titles.
His current tenure as Principal Conductor
and Director of Music of the famous Black
Dyke Band has been marked with continued
contest success, mostly recently in claiming
the 2O14 British Open and National Brass
Band Championships of Great Britain also the
2O15 European Brass Band Championships.
Five of the six British National titles he has
achieved have been secured directing Black

study at degree level at the Cork School of
Music, Gary also went to study at Masters
level. During his time at the Cork School of
Music, he was also awarded the Yamaha
Solo Prize. Studying for a year at the Royal
Northern College of Music under the tutelage
of Steven Mead, Gary began to immerse
himself in the brass band scene and has
played Solo Euphonium with Wingates and
Fairey bands before moving to the Principal
Euphonium seat at Black Dyke Band.
Dyke Band. Further acclaim has come for
his many innovative concerts and world
premières featuring a variety of soloists and
musical combinations. His recordings with
Black Dyke Band have been heralded as the
very best in the brass band world gaining
multiple CD of the Year awards. Among
these are outstanding collections of the music
of Eric Ball, Edward Gregson, Peter Graham,
Wilfred Heaton and Philip Wilby. In recent
years Professor Childs has also premièred
with Black Dyke Band many new works
by other leading British composers such as
Michael Ball, Arthur Butterworth, Martin
Ellerby, Kenneth Hesketh, Elgar Howarth,
Peter Meechan, Rodney Newton and Ian
Wilson.
Nicholas gives important emphasis to the
development of the brass band movement.
This comes through his commitment to the
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SIMONE REBELLO
Simone graduated with Distinction from the
Royal Northern College of Music in 1991 to
embark on a career as a solo percussionist
that has seen her recording several CDs
(the latest with the BBC Singers), touring
and broadcasting extensively nationally
and internationally and winning a
collection of awards and prizes including
Cosmopolitan Woman of the Year in the
Performing Arts. She works frequently as a
concerto soloist with wind orchestras and
brass bands around the world and as a
solo recitalist.

and his carer placed together by my own
efforts, coloured and influenced by aspects
of Arnold’s style and technique without
recourse to direct quotation, but through
allusion and parody.

Simone is a founder member of BackBeat
Percussion Quartet who have won a
number of chamber music competitions in
UK, Japan and USA and who continue to
tour, record and present concerts globally
with recent trips to China, Japan and
Europe.

In addition to performing, Simone is an
experienced adjudicator of percussion
events, wind and brass contests and general
music competitions. She has judged for
such prestigious events as BBC Young
Musician of the Year, the National Brass
Band Championships for New Zealand,
Australia, USA, Europe and Switzerland and
for The National Concert Band Finals. Simone
is frequently invited to present concerts
and talks/lectures/workshops featuring all
aspects of percussion and performance.

Simone appears regularly as a guest
performer with a number of ensembles
including The Equivox Trio, Ex Cathedra,
The Young Voices Band and in a duo with
outstanding jazz pianist Jason Rebello. She
has worked with artists including Beverley
Knight, Alexandra Burke and Mika. In
September 2O1O, Simone was appointed
as Director of Percussion at The Royal
Northern College of Music.

In 2O1O and 2O14, Simone presented
the European Brass Band Championships
from Linz and Perth respectively and The
Brass in Concert Championships from Sage
Gateshead in a live webstream event and
since 2O11, she has presented the RNCM
Festival of Brass including a concert for BBC
Radio 2. Simone is a solo artist and endorsee
for Yamaha Music Europe, Mike Balter
Mallets and Sabian Cymbals.
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Structurally the work is cast as an
Introduction, 2O Variations and a Finale.
Some variations are self contained, others
run into each other as sequences in the same
tempo. In other variations, segments are
repeated and developed. I could describe
the overall concept as a miniature ballet or a
condensed film score – there is much drama
and character and the repeated elements
assist this in driving the action forward. I have
deliberately avoided the more extremely
dark qualities of Malcolm’s own music in this,
my celebration of this master-composer, as I
have always viewed (and evidenced by my
previous Masters scores Tristan Encounters
and Chivalry) that the Cambridge contest
is a ‘sunshine-affair’ and firmly believe that
Malcolm Arnold would have had it no other
way too!
I would like to express my gratitude to
Nicholas J. Childs whose generosity and
driving force was foremost behind this
project; to all members of Black Dyke Band,
including their soloists Richard Marshall and
Gary Curtin, whose individual contributions
speak for themselves; to Simone Rebello
for being such a stunning guest soloist; to

Richard Scott whose care and attention
to every detail in the sound department is
irreplaceable; and to Alison Childs who kept
me in order and up to date with where I had
to be and what I had to do at all times during
this journey!
I dedicate this album to my parents in
appreciation of their support during my
formative years and beyond...
Martin Ellerby
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MARTIN ELLERBY
Martin Ellerby was born in Worksop in 1957.
After graduating from the London College of
Music, he studied composition with Joseph
Horovitz and counterpoint with W. S. Lloyd
Webber at the Royal College of Music.
Following this, an Allcard Award from the
Worshipful Company of Musicians enabled
private studies with Wilfred Josephs – he was
later to become a Freeman, then Liveryman
of the WCM having being awarded the
Freedom of the City of London in 1998.
More recently, in 2O12, he was awarded
the BUMA International Brass Award for his
remarkable contribution to the development
of international brass music. The citation
reads: “With admirable energy and effort
for a long period, Martin Ellerby has crossed
many frontiers and contributed significantly
in the development of brass music in the
modern era.”
He has written in most forms including six
symphonies, 13 concertante works and a
large scale Requiem for choir and orchestra.
He has also written test pieces for all the key
brass band contests – Tristan Encounters,
Chivalry, Elgar Variations, Electra etc. – and
much repertoire for concert band – Paris
Sketches, Venetian Spells, Meditations, Via
Crucis etc. Currently engaged in writing
a number of works for string orchestra in
association with the conductor Richard
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Howarth, his interest in chamber music has
also produced a series of eight ‘epitaphs’, a
growing number of sonatas and a variety
of songs. He has also composed much
examination and sight reading material for
the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of
Music (ABRSM) and other educational bodies
and publishers.
His music has been broadcast and recorded
(currently on over 2OO commercial CDs) all
over the world by leading ensembles and
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performed at prestigious venues including
the Royal Albert Hall, Royal Festival Hall,
Barbican Centre and Wigmore Hall in
London; Carnegie Hall and the Lincoln Center
in New York City; the Leipzig Gewandhaus
in Germany and Sydney Opera House in
Australia. He has been twice represented
at the BBC Henry Wood Proms at the Royal
Albert Hall (broadcast on BBC Radio 3). His
four composer-in-residencies with brass
bands have been with Brass Band Berner
Oberland (1994-95), National Youth Brass
Band of Great Britain (1995-96), Williams
Fairey Band (1997-99) and YBS Band
(2OO5-O6). A seven year post as civilian
composer-in-residence to the Regimental
Band of Her Majesty’s Coldstream Guards
resulted in much music for specific State
events, Royal occasions and overseas tours.

He holds a Doctor of Musical Arts degree
from the University of Salford, an Honorary
Doctor of Letters degree from the University
of West London and five fellowships. He
is the Artistic Director for Studio Music
Company (London), an External Examiner
to the Royal Air Force Music Services (RAF
Northolt) and honorary Principal of the
Victoria College of Music examinations
board. Overseas lecture tours include USA,
Europe, Australia and Brazil. His hobbies
include reading, films, walking and cooking.
He resides in Altrincham, Cheshire with his
clarinetist wife Professor Linda Merrick
(Principal of the Royal Northern College of
Music in Manchester) and their two cats, Wilf
and Joe, named after the composer’s two
composition teachers!
Martin Ellerby has a website at
www.martinellerby.com

RICHARD MARSHALL

of Grimethorpe Colliery Band, a position
he held for 1O years. Since 2OO6, Richard
has held the ‘hot seat’ of brass banding –
Principal Cornet of Black Dyke Band – with
great distinction, and has led the band in
major contest successes at the British Open,
National and European Championships on
seven occasions. His outstanding recording,
Eminence, was released in 2OO7 to
international acclaim and was awarded
Solo CD of the Year by British Bandsman
magazine and 4barsrest.

One of the finest cornet players of his
generation, Richard Marshall began playing
the cornet at the age of nine. He received
numerous awards throughout his early
playing years including becoming British
Open Junior Solo Champion in successive
years, Harry Mortimer Brass Student of the
Year, as well as receiving the Professor
Charles Leggett Cornet Prize. In 1996, aged
just 19, Richard became Principal Cornet

